“Gustave Roud, Œuvres complètes” is a FNS project directed by D. Maggetti and C. Jaquier at the University of Lausanne. Running from 2017 to 2020, it will produce a scholarly edition of the complete work of the Swiss poet, critic and translator Gustave Roud (1897-1976).

The project will present the edited works as well as the digitized documents (manuscripts and publications, archived at UNIL - CRLR). The software framework Knora (RDF triplestore + API) is used. Here are the main areas of the project-specific ontology.

The genetic relationships between the texts (manuscripts and publications) are modeled in the diagram below. While most of the genetic networks included in scholarly editions focus on the avant-texte, our model encompasses the author’s diary and the epigenesis (or post-editorial genesis).